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\[ \text{Sing as you will, O singers all} \]

Who

\[ \text{Sing because you want to sing!} \]
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Sing because you want to sing!

Singers all because you want to sing!

Slower \( \dot{\jmath} = 50 \)

Sing!

Peacock on the orchard wall,

Peacock on the orchard wall, Or
Sing as you will, O singers all -

Who want to sing!
Sing because you want to sing!

Singers all because you want to sing!

Sing! every bird on every bough, ah

ritard.

Sing! every bird on every bough, ah

Solo
tutti

Sing! every bird on every bough, ah

mf
Sing! every living loving thing.

Sing! every living loving thing.

Sing! every living loving thing.

Broadly
any song and any how,

Sing any song and

any song and any how,

Sing any song and

any how, but sing! sing! sing!

any how, but sing! sing! O sing! O sing!

Sing as you will, O singers all

Who sing be-

Sing. O sing. O singers all be-
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cause you want to sing!  

Sing as you will, O

cause you want to sing!  

Sing, O

sing - ers all  

Who sing be - cause you want to

sing.  

O sing - ers all be - cause you want to

molto ritard.

Want to sing!

molto ritard.